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Abstract

Education aims to give young people the knowledge, skills and attitudes that are necessary for life in a future society, but also make them competent to criticize and change this society. Educational policies reflect these aims in different ways and often display a tension between affirmation and critique of the present social order and what this means even for the individual. In many countries, education about religions and worldviews is part of the curriculum and the article discusses the possible contribution that issues of moral guidance, ethical reasoning, religious commitment and existential questions can have to education as a moral enterprise. It is argued that focus on existential and moral issues in education in some ways can be seen to ‘disturb’ the qualification for work life, but that this is valuable in a wider perspective. An example is given from an action research project in upper secondary education, where dialogical approaches lead to questions of morality and existence being explored both within and between students. By learning about themselves and their peers through raising issues of religion, worldview, moral and existential standpoints the students seemed to develop a relational type of self-guidance, that maybe helpful in risky and ‘liquid’ times. 

This article argues that public education is a moral enterprise both in terms of its ethical foundation and because it aims to socialize young people into certain moral commitments that are seen as part of democratic citizenship. Since norms and values are diverse and contested, there is a need for religious and worldview education that can stimulate the reflection on how to deal with this plurality, on both a social and a personal level. 

Introduction 

Education is from the start an inherently moral enterprise in the sense that it aims to equip the young generation with knowledge, skills and attitudes that are necessary for life in a future society. Since the future is yet to come, and society is under construction, we base our ideas about education largely on what we know today, drawing on experience and knowledge produced in the past. Neither the past nor the present is something we agree upon and human beings have different visions of the future. “Countless ‘aims of education’ are therefore possible, depending upon what features of a worth-while form of life any educator thinks is most important to foster.”  (Peters, 1987, p. 17) 
Peters here argues, rightly, that both education as a system and the individual educator is dependent on visions of a good life when aims of education are presented and practiced. I see this ‘dependence’ to be of an ethical character, because it is value-based and can be accounted for. It is possible to discuss and disagree upon, but may still rest on deeply held convictions that are not easy to change. Education is also a moral enterprise, because it promotes certain ways of acting and being together, but the ethical foundation and the moral rules are not identical; they are different levels of preferences and arguments. If we differ in morals, we may address this on the level of ethics and if we agree in ethics, we may still differ in morals.  
At a system level, the aims formulated by educational policies in a democratic society can be expected to express what kind of education is believed to be in the public interest, taking account of our diverse visions of life and society while still trying to achieve the common good. The value of the common good can be understood as regulative idea, in line with Kant, Mead and Habermas. We may disagree about what is the common good, but we can agree that the best way to discuss this, is to assume that our different visions “embody a general interest and that the unity of the collective is at stake in protecting this interest” (Habermas, 1989, p. 93). In educational systems, the visions of the common good that education strives for can be expressed in laws and curricula, as in this example from the beginning of the recently replaced Norwegian core curriculum: 

The aim of education is to furnish children, young people and adults with the tools they need to face the tasks of life and surmount its challenges together with others. Education shall provide learners with the capability to take charge of themselves and their lives, as well as with the vigor and will to stand by others. Education shall qualify people for productive participation in today’s labor force, and supply the basis for later shifts to occupations as yet not envisaged. It should develop the skills needed for specialized tasks, and provide a general level of competence broad enough for re-specialization later in life. Education must ensure both admission to present-day working and community life, and the versatility to meet the vicissitudes of life and the demands of an unknown future.  Hence, it must impart attitudes and learning to last a lifetime, and build the foundation for the new skills required in a rapidly changing society. It must teach the young to look ahead and train their ability to make sound choices. It must accustom them to taking responsibility – to assess the effects of their actions on others and evaluate them in terms of ethical principles. (The Royal Ministry of Education 1997, p. 5)[footnoteRef:1] [1:  This curriculum has been recently replaced after 20 years and the new text has not an official translation. Here is a similar section from the new core curriculum (translated by the present author): ‘School shall both contribute to general education [‘Bildung’] and education (as qualification). These are interconnected and interdependent. The principles for working with learning, development and general education [‘Bildung’] shall help the schools to accomplish this double assignment. The basic education is a vital part of a life-long process of education that has the aim to achieve freedom of the individual, independence, responsibility and compassion for others. Education shall give the students a good basis for understanding themselves, others and the world, and to make good choices in life. Education shall also give the starting point for participation in all fields of education, work life, societal life. At the same time children and youth live here and now and school shall recognize the inherent value of childhood and young life.’ (Regjeringen, 2017, p. 10) ] 

This particular example from Norway, in my view, mirrors the typically ‘modern’ vision of education described above, where curricula are seen as a product of politics understood as rational deliberation of societal challenges performed through the rule of the better argument. A closer look at the same curriculum shows that it presents an understanding of modernity as a still ‘unfulfilled’ success, in line with the type of corporative welfare state policies that have been prominent in Scandinavia. In the late 1990s this was already challenged by ideas about post-modernity, liquid modernity and diverse modernities and by processes of globalization, socio-cultural pluralization and right-wing extremism, and even more so today. Nevertheless, there is a kind of balancing between the somewhat disruptive forces of diversity and the former ‘sameness’. The crisis unleashed by the right wing terrorist attack in Oslo and Utøya in 2011 showed this by displaying a strong collective support for both democracy and diversity, and the political leadership at the time also underlined these values. 
On the classroom level, similar processes are going on and teachers try to implement general curriculum aims, while at the same time dealing with the attainment targets of different school subjects. An action research project some years ago showed that religious education teachers found it challenging to negotiate between their commitment to general aims of education and to the daily struggle to help their students meet learning outcomes (Skeie, 2011). While Norwegian religious education includes religions, worldviews, ethics and philosophy as part of the curriculum, this is by no means the case in many countries. Irrespective of the national curriculum structure and content, I will argue that all of these elements need to be in the same subject, and that issues of moral guidance, ethical reasoning, religious commitment and existential questions represent curriculum content that open up a window to explore basic issues of education as a moral enterprise. I will start by placing this in a wider educational context. 

Problems in Educational Policy Aims

Today, we can trace supranational influences as dominating trends in educational policy both in European countries and globally. One strong institutional actor influencing national governments’ policies, is the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). Here, education is seen as a critical factor in development of modern societies. The yearly publication Education at a Glance of 2016 is anchored in the 17 Sustainable Development Goals agreed upon by the United Nations in 2015.[footnoteRef:2] Goal number 4 seeks to ensure “inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all.”[footnoteRef:3] The aim of Education at a Glance is to document and analyze the structure, finances and performance of education systems in the 35 OECD countries and a number of partner countries. This is done by “developing and analyzing the quantitative, internationally comparable indicators that it publishes annually in Education at a Glance. Together with OECD country policy reviews, these indicators can be used to assist governments in building more effective and equitable education systems.”[footnoteRef:4] Nevertheless, the editorial of the 2016 edition underlines that such measurement does not cover all the aims of education:  [2:  http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/  accessed 30.06.2017]  [3:  OECD (2016), Education at a Glance 2016: OECD Indicators, OECD Publishing, Paris.
http://dx.doi.org/10.187/eag-2016-en p.13]  [4:  OECD (2016), Education at a Glance 2016: OECD Indicators, OECD Publishing, Paris.
http://dx.doi.org/10.187/eag-2016-en p.3] 


What matters for people and for our economies are the skills acquired through education. It is the competence and character qualities that are developed through schooling, rather than the qualifications and credentials gained, that make people successful and resilient in their professional and private lives. They are also key in determining individual well-being and the prosperity of societies.[footnoteRef:5]  [5:  OECD (2016), Education at a Glance 2016: OECD Indicators, OECD Publishing, Paris.
http://dx.doi.org/10.187/eag-2016-en p.13] 

OECD has, together with international bodies like UNESCO, for decades emphasized the importance of ‘lifelong learning’ as a key part of future strategies for global development. This refers to a “holistic and integrated, inter-sectoral and cross-sectoral approach.”[footnoteRef:6] In the strategy of the UNESCO Institute for Lifelong Learning, this is operationalized by foregrounding the social and economic dimensions, with references to ‘transversal skills’ (such as social, communicative, collaborative and intercultural competences), and ‘values,’ but with no references to religions, worldviews, identity or existential and ethical questions. UNESCO sees education as a crucial factor in development out of poverty and establishing more sustainable and democratic nation states and local communities around the world. Also, OECD acknowledges that socio-economic inequality and lack of democratic institutions is detrimental to the development of good societies. In this way, these bodies can be said to launch certain moral values, but they are not really addressing ethics, understood as the justification and anchoring of moral values. While the social and economic ambitions mentioned are widely shared, there are also some questions that can be raised regarding this view of education.  [6:  http://uil.unesco.org/unesco-institute/mandate accessed 30.06.2017] 

The first issue regards the tendency to exclude those aspects of life that have to do with religions and worldviews and ethics. I am not implying that the educational policies of OECD and UNESCO do not allow for education about issues like religions, worldviews and ethics, and many of their member states have such education. It seems, however, that there is an implicit ‘privatization’ of this as a field of life and this results in limitations on the contributions of these fields to the curricula of publicly funded schools. Competence in religions, worldviews and ethics is perhaps allowed in the form of knowledge about religious, worldview and ethical positions, but these positions are not seen as a contribution to a diverse ‘we.’ Instead, the perspective on issues of human diversity seems to be addressed mainly through ‘intercultural education,’ which clearly has become mainstream policy. The reason given is that this competence is critical in order to work efficiently in heterogeneous groups. 
It is not self-evident that the specifics of religions and worldviews are sufficiently represented by being included in ‘culture.’ While many definitions of ‘culture’ certainly include ‘religion’ as one of several aspects, there is also a danger of reductionism. Treating religions and worldviews mainly as either private opinions or as certain collective practices, but still outside the public domain, excludes the active role of religions and worldviews in politics and societal change. This has consequences for the field of ethics and morality because, for many people, the motivation for being morally responsible is built on religion and/or worldview. 
	In spite of the claim that ‘9/11’ was a wakeup call for a new view on religion in the public sphere (Jackson 2014, p. 15), it is not easy to detect this change in the educational policies of UNESCO and OECD. Here, another international organization, the Council of Europe (CoE), has taken a different path. Based on a Committee of Ministers’ recommendation from 2008, CoE opened the possibility for a ‘religious dimension’ of intercultural education (CoE 2008). A follow-up process during the next six years finally led to the publication of Signposts – Policy and practice for teaching about religions and non-religious worldviews in intercultural education (Jackson 2014b). 
Signposts has since then been translated into at least 14 languages, which seems to suggest interest, if not increasing influence in many countries. So far, the strongest critique has come from the English context, where there are allegations that the kind of ‘contextual’ approaches Signposts belongs to are influenced by ‘securitization’ and by a lack of interest in distinct religious traditions and their dogmas. It is claimed that these are postmodern views on religions and distort what religion really is about (Gearon, 2017; Jackson, 2017; Lewin, 2017). Signposts is based on recent research and suggests a series of strategies and practical ideas in order to improve the way education deals with both the religious dimension and non-religious worldviews. A key element is the recognition that religions and worldviews are complex and changing phenomena, which children and young people experience in their everyday world in different ways. In order to represent this diverse reality, education should look for ways of teaching and learning that are creative and secure that different voices are heard in the classroom. 
Children do not only encounter religions and worldviews in their neighborhood, but also through different media, and it is therefore argued by Signposts that education needs to address critically the representation of religions and worldviews. It differentiates between the level of tradition, group and individual. This involves an acknowledgement of the difference between organized religion and personal religiosity, which raises issues not only for primary and secondary education, but for teacher education as well. Following this, the personal and existential dimension of religions and worldviews needs to be given attention in school. In order to facilitate personal engagement, dialogical approaches are helpful, but this raises issues about the classroom as a safe space for interpersonal communication. Establishing such a safe space is not a straightforward issue; it does not imply that controversial issues should be avoided, nor does it mean avoiding challenging students (Osbeck, et al., 2017). 
While both the OECD and the Council of Europe argue for the necessity to improve and develop public education, OECD puts its main emphasis on self-governed learning, flexibility and intercultural competences, while traditional transmission of an established knowledge content is given less emphasis. The CoE also accepts the fact that diverse and changing societies demand change in educational systems, but here the main concern is towards Human Rights and Citizenship, thereby combining knowledge about religions and worldviews with questions about moral action and ethical values. This leaves more space for exploring knowledge about religions and worldviews, including issues of existential meaning, and puts these questions at the core of the big challenge: how to live together with diversity, not by overcoming it. For CoE, ‘9/11’ was a wake-up call and, since then, other incidents have continued to remind people of the importance of addressing the question of how to live together with diversity. So, why does this receive so little attention in mainstream educational policy?

Critique of Educational Policy

One possible answer can be drawn from the work of the educational philosopher Gert Biesta. He has for several years characterized the demands that the World Bank and OECD put on education as “strong, secure, predictable and risk-free” (Biesta, 2014, p. 3). He has criticized the UNESCO policies on lifelong learning by arguing that they treat learning as something intrinsically good and that this overlooks the tensions in the concept of learning. According to Biesta, a particular understanding of learning, namely as focused on objectives and targets, has led to an instrumentalization of education. This threatens to reduce the challenges of teaching to finding the best method for achieving learning outcomes. Biesta claims that this way of thinking implies a lack of interest in what he calls ‘subjectification,’ while the other two key dimensions of education, ‘qualification’ and ‘socialization’ sometimes have been over-emphasized (Biesta, 2006). Paradoxically, this does not mean that the dominant trends in educational policy ignore the individual. On the contrary, he finds that there is a tendency to individualize the concept of learning, making it a never-ending demand on the individual to adjust and adapt to the demands of the surroundings. The result is an check quotation “increasing tendency to turn politic problems into learning problems, thus shifting the responsibility for addressing such problems from the state and the collective to the level of the individuals” (ibid., p. 67). This places a much too heavy burden on the individuals and it is contrary to the legitimate concern for the individual in education. What Biesta refers to as “subjectification,” has to do with how individuals “can be independent – or as some would say, autonomous – subjects of action and responsibility” (Biesta, 2014, p. 64). In Biesta’s view, subjectification is both an ethical and a political process that education should facilitate. It is not something that happens as an automatic consequence of human development, neither is it a result of finding proper educational methods. Instead, it is something that has to be deliberated democratically. Therefore Biesta underlines the necessity to discuss what education is for (Biesta, 2015).  
In Biesta’s terminology, the aim of education can be seen as a continuous deliberation about the balance between subjectification, socialization and qualification. While sometimes ‘Western’ education is seen as individualistic, Biesta with Miedema argues that moral education is sometimes used in order “to secure the cohesion and integration of society, [based on] the idea that there is a basic lack of (social) morality, and sometimes even simply a nationalistic or patriotic agenda.” (Biesta & Miedema, 2002, p. 174). The political developments in Europe over the last decades suggest that such an agenda is on the offensive and, in a paradoxical way, they mirror the closed and collective hierarchy of values and the social control that they criticize migrant communities and non-Christian religions for supporting.  
Based on a criticism of the ‘learning paradigm,’ Biesta argues for a more relational, emancipatory and virtuous education and he even suggests that education should include learning to live with the risk. Like Hattie and other educational researchers, Biesta emphasizes the importance of the teacher, but he does this in a completely different way. His argument is that we should restore the importance of teaching, by emphasizing that this act is something more than facilitating learning processes. It “must be understood as something that comes from the outside and brings something radically new” and that this is risky (Biesta, 2014, p. 52; italics in the original). Following this, Biesta claims that teaching is asymmetrical and existential, dealing with truth, or rather with “how the individual relates to the truth” (ibid., p. 54). In order to do this, Biesta favours a teacher education that focuses on the formation of the whole person. The aim should be a professional formation of the ability to make informed and creative judgements and to do all this in a personal way, through exemplification (ibid., pp. 134-137). 
The type of educational policies that Biesta argues against, are not conservative in the sense that they focus on stability, tradition and transmission of established knowledge. Rather, they tend to embrace and address the constant changes that characterize late modern societies. In doing this, they draw on educational theory that emphasizes individual character building and transferable skills and abilities, rather than formal credentials and rote learning. One problem with such aims of education is that they try to deliver precisely the type of flexible human beings that are needed from the perspective of modern capitalism. They also fail to offer ways of questioning the aims. Other educational researchers with quite different positions from Biesta have criticized the same development by pointing towards the failure to address issues of social class and inequality (Young & Muller, 2010). This shows that the problems involved transcend the educational sector and have to do with society. They also transcend the traditional demarcation lines between conservative and radical politics and make it necessary to address issues that go deeper.  
This resonates with Zygmunt Bauman, who argues that the ‘liquid modernity’ of our times has contributed to an uncertainty that is not only political, social and economic, but even existential (Bauman, 2007, p. 92). Further, Richard Sennett argues that this changes the work ethic by pushing the individual sense of duty on the defensive, while flexible individuals, working in groups, is the preferred ideal (Sennett, 2001, p. 122). The result may be both corrosion of (individual) character and undermining of (collective) community. Referring to both Levinas and Ricoeur, Sennett claims that the flexibility demanded in late modern societies implies that we leave behind the moral insight that somebody needs us and that we are dependent on one another (ibid., p. 181). This suggests that moral as well as existential issues need to be addressed by education in new ways. 
In spite of the critical and somewhat dystopian perspectives offered on the present social order, these thinkers are not giving up resistance; rather, they argue for a preoccupation with the human condition and the relations between human beings. In this way they are able to address the ‘big’ issues of politics and economics, but also to allow the ‘small’ issues related to oneself, neighborhood and workplace, to exemplify the ‘big’ ones. Most of us live our lives in the small world of family, work and neighborhood. Drawing on these reflections, I will, in the following, exemplify some of the questions about aims of education by pointing towards a particular local context in order to discuss how questions related to moral commitment and existential issues can be played out in practice. 

Teaching and Learning about Religions and Worldviews in Public Education  

The liquid modernity of Bauman resembles other descriptions of what can be termed ‘modern plurality’, referring to the shifting and multi-layered understandings of the self and society that have become part of the post-modern or late modern era (Skeie, 2006) . ‘Modern plurality’ can be differentiated from ‘traditional plurality’, which refers to the diversity of traditions and groups living together in society (the term multicultural is sometimes used in relation to traditional plurality. While traditional plurality has been around for centuries, modern plurality is different and still something to which we try to adjust.  The critical remarks raised about present educational policy trends do not imply that they ignore sociocultural diversity and issues of moral insecurity, but that these issues are treated mainly as a potential threat to social cohesion and individual qualifications for work life. Therefore, policies usually support intercultural education, but the interest in education about religions and worldviews is lacking. Therefore, the introduction of a religious dimension to intercultural education by the Council of Europe was controversial (Jackson, 2014a, 2016). One possible reason for this controversy is the lack of recognition that religions and worldviews can have a significant role in the ways people find meaning in life and how they understand morality. 
	While modern education tends to emphasize individual flexibility and diversity management from an economic perspective, this does not necessarily fit with the dynamics of collective and individual identity processes. Today, we see people’s identities not as bounded and stable constructions, but this does not mean that they should be shaped only according to the needs of employers and public bureaucracy. Among those factors that are important to identification processes, are commitments to collective religious and worldview positions. This can limit the individual’s flexibility by the rules and values of the tradition in case, but the individual commitment to distinct values and beliefs of a tradition can also make it possible to stand up against the pressure from surroundings. Instead of seeing existential and ethical issues as entirely ‘private’ ones, belonging to the family sphere, they should be recognized as part of how children and youth find their way in life. The issues of meaning and action in relationship with others and the world should therefore be taken seriously in education.
	In order to achieve this, it seems necessary to include an introduction to religions and worldviews in education on different levels; as historic and collective traditions, as different practices and beliefs by groups in changing socio-cultural contexts and as individual commitments and interpretations. These levels interact, influence each other in complex ways, and intersect with other identifications, like ethnicity, gender, national background etc. (Baumann, 1999). The local, public school, where students with different backgrounds meet, is a well-placed arena for exploring and discussing if and how religions and worldviews have importance for meaning and action. By doing this, students learn to know one another and to form a community, even if this may be a community of disagreement (Iversen, 2018). This is largely in line with an official European understanding of public education, where students are seen as social and political beings and actors, with encouragement through citizenship education (Higgs, Sheehan, Currens, & SpringerLink, 2012). Religious education, therefore, overlaps with citizenship education and with education about, for and through Human Rights (Vesterdal, 2016). 
There is, however, a plethora of models for religious education suggesting that this subject area does not ‘fit’ easily into modern educational systems (Davis & Miroshnikova, 2013; Rothgangel, Jackson, & Jäggle 2014; Rothgangel, Jäggle, & Schlag 2016; Rothgangel, Skeie, & Jäggle 2014). As already mentioned, the collective level of religion has raised tensions regarding the influence and representation of different religious communities in religious education, bringing about different solutions (Meer, Pala, Modood, & Simon, 2009). In particular, the individual level of religion seems to raise issues about legality and Human Rigths (Fancourt, 2014). Hardly any other school subject is in this vulnerable and volatile situation politically. I believe this to be the case not only for historical reasons, but also as an indication that the kind of issues raised by this type of subject ‘disturbs’ the order of education. This can be productive. First, it introduces issues that are particularly difficult to operationalize into learning outcomes and transferable skills; secondly, it suggests that education should address ‘issues of moral and spiritual guidance’. This disturbing issue is not only relevant for religious education, but also for other school subjects, particularly within humanities and social studies, where existential and moral issues are central (Skeie, 2012, 2015). One great achievement of Signposts, is that it provides a rationale for religious education across Europe, irrespective of the many shapes that religious education may take.  
	The following section provides an example of how teachers and researchers worked together to implement some type of constructive ‘disturbance’ in religious education and in history and philosophy teaching and learning, along the lines of the above. The rationale was to learn about diversity of religion and belief among students and beyond school, inspired by elements of Signposts. In particular, we therefore focused on engaging individual students with one another across the everyday division lines among peer groups, and linking school with the wider community. The key term was ‘dialogue,’ initially thought mainly in terms of a conversation between individuals and groups, but also prompting an inner dialogue among students.  

Dialogue in Religious Education – An Empirical Example 

The background for the research project presented below, is a local case study placed within a wider study of interreligious dialogue under the leadership of University of Hamburg (Aminpur, Knauth, Roloff, & Weisse 2016; Ipgrave et al., 2018). The project reported here was set in a city in Western Norway where teachers of religion, history and philosophy in upper secondary school co-operated with university-based researchers. The aim was to investigate whether and how dialogical approaches could contribute to knowledge about religions and worldviews, existential issues and moral reasoning. It was based on ideas about dialogical teaching coming from the practitioners as well as researchers. The teachers also wanted to explore the educational potential of relating to interreligious practice inside and outside the school. They also wanted to investigate together the role of religions and worldviews in the public sphere. The researchers were particularly interested in what dialogue could mean in an educational context, what competences teachers need to have in order to lead such processes, and how the students received this. The specific design of the project was negotiated in a community of practice where teachers and researchers decided together how to proceed, based on action research principles. In short, the ambition was to engage the students, in a more personally involving and relational way, with existential and moral issues related to religious and worldview diversity.
The collaborative group of teachers and researchers formulated the project aims within the framework of the subject area curriculum as these were expressed in the relevant syllabi. The concept of ‘dialogue’ was understood as focusing on the participation and involvement of students with different ‘voices’. They were encouraged from the outset to show tolerance for others’ views, willingness to explain one’s own position and readiness to engage in an exchange about personally important issues in life. In both religious education and history and philosophy education, the dialogue activities focused on existential and moral issues where the teachers thought that religion or worldview would be particularly relevant (see below). This was initially justified by referring to earlier dialogue activities that took place after the terrorist attacks in Norway on 22. July 2011. After this incident, religions and worldviews took a more prominent place in public discourse. The different interventions or exercises in the case study were developed jointly by teachers and researchers and evaluated and adjusted during the project in line with action research principles (Altrichter, Feldman, Posch, & Somekh 2008; Zuber-Skerritt 2002).  
The school where the case study took place had mainly students from a Norwegian majority background, most of them with a relatively high level of school achievement. An initial e-based questionnaire to the students confirmed this and showed that they had different experiences with religious education from before and that the majority described themselves as non-religious or atheist. The first intervention was to expose them to a well-known scholar/practitioner in the field of dialogue activities, who introduced them to basic elements of dialogical practice, including a list of 13 very practical and process-orientated points. These were used as guidelines in the project both by teachers and students:

· include participants in the planning;
· get to know each others as persons;
· create equality;
· start with simple issues;
· use active listening;
· try to pose good, open questions;
· do not force others to think as you do, be prepared for mutual adjustments;
· do not force certain opinions on others;
· compare own ideals with the ones of the dialogue partner and compare own practice with the other persons practice;
· do not accept others’ arguments uncritically;
· be open and honest, but draw your own limits regarding what you want to talk about;
· accept and give space for emotions;
· the dialogue can always continue.

The first exercise in which the students engaged was dialogues where they talked together in groups of three, on their own, following the guidelines above. The framework was as follows: first, each student would present a personal story about values and beliefs that were important to him/herself. When this first round was over, the three would ask open questions to one another for a certain amount of time and answer these. No particular result was expected, apart from the effect of getting to know more about one another. The reason for this intervention was to expose the students to diversity in order to have this as a backdrop for the following interventions. There was a follow-up anonymous e-survey distributed to all students immediately after each intervention. This showed that the experience was somewhat new and disturbing for many students. Previously, they had hardly talked to peers outside their usual in-group, and certainly not about important issues in life. They discovered that they were more different than they had thought, but also that they were able to understand the difference better when they knew the personal story of the narrator. As they got to know one another better, they discovered the self-reflection that was part of any position, and this had been hidden from them initially. In their responses they underlined the importance of following guidelines when conducting the dialogue and argued that this increased mutual understanding. 
In the second exercise, each individual student was asked to engage in a dialogue with someone outside the school who was willing to be a representative of some kind of religious or worldview community. In addition, the students were asked to observe some kind of gathering or ritual. The students chose from a wide range of groups and formal representatives, mainly by identifying groups themselves. A family member of friend who was willing to be the representative helped some of them. After the dialogues were over, the students shared experiences and observations with their full class and teacher. The teachers asked them to present a paper discussing and reflecting on particular challenges related to the dialogue with representatives. Some quotations from e-surveys show how challenging this was: 

“I had to work hard not to engage in a discussion, keeping my questions to myself.”
“It was really new to me to sit down with a Muslim in his Mosque to talk with each other.”
“The natural dialogue was disturbed when somebody started to make notes and obviously asked questions they had formulated in advance.”
“I could recognize my own feelings (unpleasantness, nervousness, excitement, being outsider).”
“I became acquainted with myself and my own view of life (learned more about myself than about anybody else in the room).”
“It was very special to listen to how religious peoples themselves experienced religion.”
The third and final intervention of the project was a ‘dialogue-café,’ organized by the teachers. It was set in an informal atmosphere, but with a tight programme. First, a pastor in the local Church of Norway and a local imam together introduced their respective religious traditions. They knew each other well and were experienced participants in interreligious settings. The students had the opportunity to ask questions they had prepared beforehand and the representatives gave their answers. After this, the students, in groups of about five, were seated around separate tables and were encouraged to talk about issues coming from the previous round of questions and answers. They were also asked to discuss certain themes that were presented on ‘menu-cards,’ distributed on the tables, with the following themes: homosexuality and religion; religion and science; the problem of evil; collective school worship in church before Christmas; religious clothes and utterances in the public sphere; and the question of whether religion is outdated. Each table had a student moderator who remained, while the other participants changed every twenty minutes. Each change provided all students with a completely new group. The entire class level of students at the school participated in this and the large hall buzzed with the activity of 200 students for about two hours. The researchers recorded conversations around five tables throughout the sessions, collected the paper table cloths that were offered for taking notes or drawing on, and also observed the general interaction in the room. 
This setting was quite different from the more calm dialogues of the earlier interventions, and it even brought forward discussions and reactions on the project as a whole. The communication was rather open and considerate, in many cases referring to the experiences from dialogues earlier in the project or to the guidelines for dialogue activities. The moderators intervened several times in order to structure the conversation, secure the possibility for all to make a contribution, or to comment on certain utterances that were considered out of order. Observations of the young students behaviour in this setting showed that many seemed rather self-conscious, and positioned themselves distinctly. Regarding the practice of dialogue ideals, many were rather optimistic on behalf of themselves, but seemed more pessimistic on behalf of the group. While acting with a degree of autonomy and criticism towards one another, asking questions about rationale and motivation for positions on the issues of the menu-cards, they also expressed a wish to share and act more like a community. They declared themselves to be inclusive and to be interested in one another’s views. In many ways, the café exposed in public many of the different reactions and experiences from earlier phases of the project. Afterwards, the researchers asked the students, in a new e-survey, to present their reactions, and some examples may convey the varying opinions: 

“I have experienced that I am just as stubborn as religious people are.”
“Some felt that it was difficult to present themselves as Christian in a majority of atheists/agnostics. If the chair had asked everyone to present their background first, they would have known who was present and behaved differently.”

“It was OK to disagree (I have earlier not enjoyed settings where I disagreed with people), and it is no problem having a good conversation in spite of disagreements.”

After finishing the project, the students seemed positive about engaging in dialogue and saw the potential to learn from and through dialogue. While learning about distinct religions and worldviews, they also discovered the value of deeper conversation with peers about existential issues, across religions and worldviews. They even discovered that a type of strong-headed secularist positioning was almost hegemonic in several classrooms. This was confirmed by the teachers, referring to their impression from many classroom conversations. The occasional experiences of students attacking the views of others, or a majority dominating in a way that silenced others, pointed towards a lack of ‘safe space’ in the classroom. When this came into the open through dialogues, the religious students told of how they experienced this silencing. 
In the elective history and philosophy subject, conducted with a smaller group of students, the case study was designed with more focus on moral reasoning and ethical issues. They started off with the study of two different theoretical positions, one group focusing on Jürgen Habermas and the other on Michel Foucault. Then they were asked to apply the theory to a media debate, where the issue of religious headscarves was discussed. The idea was to investigate what the theoretical approaches contributed to the analytical abilities of the students. The two groups were able to use their respective theoretical starting points constructively, and with a degree of sophistication, and could identify examples of how the media debate rather covered up than revealed the ‘real’ moral issues at stake. This learning experience was followed by another assignment, where the students were asked to form ‘committees’ where they would discuss how to solve a controversial issue in the school and try to reach consensus. The issue at stake was the controversial arrangement of a common church service in the Cathedral near to the school before Christmas holidays. Analyzing this, the researchers found that the students were not able to utilise their theoretical instruments, but instead entered into heated discussions based on their individual positions. Evaluating the experience afterwards, they commented on the change from an engaging, but decontextualized, ‘school assignment’ to a sensitive and context-bound issue that was much closer to their daily (school) life. The ‘committees’ therefore had much difficulty in reaching consensus.  
One feature that could be observed in both case studies was the dominant tendency to harmonize differences, if possible. This created a community of agreement through silencing or keeping silent about differing views and by enforcing aspects of the conversation that seemed to cover the differences. Regarding the content of the dialogues, a strong wish for more knowledge about religions and worldviews appeared; in particular, the students wanted to learn about how different people understood their positions from the inside. In relating to this, the skill of asking good and open questions was much appreciated. 
At the practical level, the students’ advice to teachers was the following: It is important and fruitful to use the opportunity to get out of the physical classroom context. The use of small groups is vital to ensure that dialogue works properly, preferably with less than five persons in each group, in order to deal with the type of questions that were raised. In terms of timing, it was regarded as necessary to respect the students’ need to proceed at an easy pace from the beginning in order to adjust to new ways of working with the content. In addition, a theoretical framework is necessary; students need to know that the teachers know what they are doing and why. In terms of organization, the students preferred a composition of dialogue groups that always secured difference. Their experience was that, if this was not the case, they tended to echo one another. Finally, the students would prefer this type of work to be integrated with the ‘normal’ teaching, and not regarded only as a specific project or experiment.
The teachers planned the project together with the researchers, but had the full responsibility for the teaching and learning activities. They argued that the project had given the opportunity to address a series of issues related to morality (the ‘menu-cards’) and spirituality (personal story) that engaged the students emotionally and to combine this with different forms of meta-reflection on what had happened. This was done through classroom conversation about each intervention, through questions in the regular e-surveys and through the feedback from researchers about findings towards the end of the project. Some of the teaching instruments succeeded in creating a situation of equality and ‘safeness’ that facilitated both learning about others and learning about oneself. 
In the following, I will use this project to discuss some of the issues raised in the first part of this article. The focus is on the role of education in the wider context of public deliberation about existential and moral issues. 
The Potential of Dialogue in Education

A strong motivation behind the project referred to above, was that the teachers wanted to include the personal dimension more in teaching and learning about religious and worldview traditions The personal dimension meant that individual students were encouraged to share views, both regarding distinct religions and beliefs, but also about issues of life. These are addressed by and interpreted by religious and worldview traditions as well as by the persons who identify with them. Moral issues are placed at the interface of individual and collective identities and, in the case studies on dialogue in education, such issues were central. While the students tried to come to terms with their differing religious and worldview positions, they also struggled with different moral positions. In the last case, they could not solve the entire problem by showing ‘tolerance’ towards the other. In deliberating moral issues, they had to reach some kind of agreement or to account for disagreements. 
The personal and existential openness required by the dialogical approaches used, influenced many of the students also in their deliberation about moral issues. To some extent, they discovered that other students had their reasons for taking a different stand on certain issues. These stances were, for some, anchored in strong collective commitments; however a strong current across positions was argument based on individualism. Therefore, both the respect for difference and the defense of the legitimacy of collectively binding positions of a religious character, was grounded in the right of the individual to choose his or her own way. Further, the findings from the case study of the history and philosophy subject suggest that the increased skills in reasoning on a level of principle or theory (ethical level) did not really make it easier for the students to discuss practical issues (moral level). 
Since the case studies did not follow individual students through the project, it is difficult to know what happened with regard to their self-reflection. Nevertheless, several utterances reveal that individual students entered into dialogues with themselves about their own behavior, the interpretation of their life story and their own positions prompted by the encounter with other students who told about their behavior, life story and positions. The social sharing of plural positions contributed to the personal reflection on plural self-understandings, not unlike the meta-perspective that Hermans describes in Chapter 2 of this volume. This suggests that relations with others may feed the inner dialogue with oneself and that such processes can be facilitated in education. At a more general level, one could argue that the plurality of positions and self-understandings combined with individualism, does not necessarily lead towards moral or existential indifference. There is a possibility of a ‘morality of pluralism’ based on the recognition that no position can have an undisputed authority (Kekes, 1993). This resonates with many of the practical consequences drawn by Hermans and Hermans-Konopka arguing the importance of the ‘leader’ to ensure that people are helped to make a position-shift in order to see from a different perspective (2010, p. 327). If we see the teacher as such a leader, our case-studies did however not confirm Hermans view that that the leader needs to participate in the perspective-shifts her/himself. Nevertheless, as a result of employing a dialogical approach, different levels of sharing were observed as taking place among the students. There was the sharing of collective positions (the positions of religions and worldviews), a sharing of personal positions (self-positioning) and a sharing of how an individual experiences and narrates his/her individual life (identification). When several levels of sharing become visible like this, it may lead to meta-reflection about sharing, in this particular case about ‘dialogue’ and its effects. 
The different levels of sharing also raise questions about the presence of different understandings of life and of different moralities. To what extent do they exist apart from the way they are made relevant in conversation and practice? This resonates with a critique of using essentialist definitions of religion in religious education, for at least two reasons. First, some definitions are based on assumptions about shared human experience or some kind of religious a priori, underlying the different religious traditions (Hylén, 2014). Secondly, teaching about religions and worldviews often tends to take ‘world religions’ or similar notions as the starting point without problematizing the existence of such phenomena (Owen, 2011). This does not imply that the teaching and learning process needs to start with a focus on different definitions. In the project outlined above, the starting point was more inductive, asking students to share narratives about their relationship to religious and worldview positions or traditions. The narrative approach tended to generate diversity by its own dynamic. According to many students, this opened up their minds, because they had never experienced listening to what may be termed the ‘spiritual story’ or ‘life story’ of another student or young person. We do not know to what extent the students included moral issues and ethics in these conversations, and it certainly would be interesting, in a future project, to shift the attention from ‘existential’ to ‘moral’ life story in the assignment. What we do know is that the students discovered the relational character of both their ethical and spiritual learning, the way they were dependent on one another in gaining moral insight. This resonates with the relational ethics of Kenneth Gergen. More particularly it relates to his educational reflections about the advantage of “replacing traditional assessment with practices of evaluation built into dialogic and collaborative processes” (see Gergen, chapter 1 in this volume).
The project seemed to indicate that interpersonal sharing of significant knowledge about one another’s lives is not particularly frequent, at least among the researched student group. This may lead to reflections about the social relations between young people in particular or even between people in general in late modern societies. In Zygmunt Bauman’s words:

The roots of microphobia are banal, not at all difficult to locate, easy to understand though not necessarily easy to forgive. As Richard Sennett suggests, ‘the “we” feeling, which expresses a desire to be similar, is a way for men and women to avoid the necessity of looking deeper into each other’ (…) The drive towards a ‘community of similarity’ is a sign of withdrawal not just from the otherness outside, but also from commitment to the lively yet turbulent, invigorating yet cumbersome interaction inside. (Baumann, 2007, p. 87)  
If this is a correct observation about the cultural climate of today, the teachers did not start with what may seem to be ‘known,’ but rather with the ‘unknown.’ They put the students in a situation where they saw one another from a different perspective than they were used to. By getting closer to the experiences of one another, the students were put in a position to question the ‘community of similarity’ or ‘sameness.’ The students in this particular school did not appear from the outset to be particularly diverse in terms of religions, lifestyle, national or ethnic background. In many ways they communicated sameness, and they even tended to gravitate towards consensus in many situations where controversy might have been expected. Their early encounter with the life stories of fellow students challenged them to acknowledge significant differences in beliefs, way of life and values that were not visible to them beforehand, and this influenced their discussions about moral issues in the following interventions.   
It was after they had discovered and reflected on the internal differences in the student group through the dialogue activities that many of them were able to uncover the discursive hegemony exercised in the classroom. They could see that secular worldviews dominated and religious ones tended to be silenced and that they were part of this dynamic themselves. This paved the way for envisaging a possible different kind of community, not based on silencing, but also not based on agreement. Instead it may be what Lars Laird Iversen has termed a “community of disagreement” (Iversen, 2012, p. 62; 2014). By sharing what is considered personal and therefore different, the students established a community that did not depend on the other persons sharing similar experiences or views. My point in terms of educational philosophy is that meeting the unknown does not exclude the possibility that this may be of high relevance for the persons involved. 

Existential Issues in (Religious) Education

The dialogue between students had the personal narrative as a key element. The idea was that this should serve an element that would make it easier to practice the dialogue guidelines, because the individual story would be respected as belonging to the person speaking and not something that could easily be questioned from an argumentative position. I think it is important to recognize that what the students were asked to tell, was their own story, not just any story that was important to them or could reveal something about themselves. This gives the story the possibility of raising existential questions. The reason for using this terminology, is that ‘existential’ is open towards both secular and religious worldviews but, at the same time, keeping the personal dimension intact and also that ‘existential’ may include the moral dimension. 
I am drawing here on Kirsten Grönlien Zetterqvist, who has argued on a philosophical basis, drawing on Heidegger and others, that an existential question can be defined by having both a substantial and a functional aspect. This means that the existential question includes a particular person raising an issue of significant importance in a particular situation (Zetterqvist, 2009, p.133). These three elements all need to be in place: A  person asking, a question that is asked and a phenomenon which the question is directed towards. The person is unique but, by raising an issue, he or she is entering into a dialogue with oneself. The issue is the ‘substance,’ but it is not the question or issues alone that makes it significant and important. The importance is a function of the person’s relationship with oneself and the world. The source of the question can be religious or it can be directed towards a religion, but if it has to do with religion; this is not what makes it existential in itself. The existential character of the question is also functional. It has to be important for the person. Similarly, a moral issue can be existential, but it does not have to be. It all depends on the urgency it has to the person. Finally, the person, the content and the urgency are all placed in a particular context, the question is not asked for all humans in all times and places. Existential questions are therefore not necessarily what is called ‘big questions,’ they become big for the person involved.  
This way of thinking about existential questions corresponds to the way Paul Ricoeur understands and discusses (individual) identity (Ricoeur, 1992). There is always somebody ‘having’ an identity; this is the person telling the story. At the same time, the story itself is the content of the identity. One cannot have the one without the other, but they are also not the same. In this way identity is dialogical, it is the person telling a story about oneself; ‘Oneself as another.’ The dialogical character of identity corresponds to the dialogical character of narratives, which always contain several possible meanings, depending on time and place, and who is telling and who is listening (Ricoeur, 1990). 
This interpretation of the dialogical processes found in the practice development project presented above, is hard to fit into the kind of educational thinking that focuses mainly on learning outcomes. Rather, it takes the starting point of people doing things together, which is closer to the perspective of teaching than that of learning. While learning needs impulses from outside, it tends to focus mainly on the receiving person. Teaching is always a relational practice, since there is no teaching without students. Of course, this does not imply that all teaching considers students’ needs or interests, but the relation is always possible to investigate. In the project referred to above, initially the teachers established an unfamiliar (learning) situation but, soon after, the students themselves were set in a position where they took over the responsibility. This did not only concern the educational content, but also had ethical implications. The students were treated as responsible actors, capable of managing their own learning out of the classroom and therefore out of teacher control. Further, they were encouraged to reflect on their own action and thinking and to communicate this to others. In this way, the educational activity itself had to carry the educational value; it was, in Biesta’s terms, ‘risky.’ However, the personal encounter with other fellow students and non-students in the local community infused the educational activity with an authenticity that would be hard to establish within the classroom framework. This interpersonal and authentic dimension made the ethical aspect of the learning process more pronounced. The teachers were not themselves part of the dialogue activities, but facilitated the students’ dialogue among themselves, offering a possibility for ‘self-guidance’ which, according to the students, contributed to an increased self-reflection. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, I will argue that the example presented supports the argument that moral and spiritual self-guidance can be an important element of public education and that this can be (partly) achieved through religious education. The discussion has shown that ‘guidance’ is not a ‘master’ guiding the ‘apprentice,’ but rather a teacher facilitating dialogical processes to be set in motion. These processes can include sharing on several levels and for the individual to reflect on existential questions, understood as important questions, including moral ones, raised by a person in a particular context. 
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